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EXPERIMENT M-552, EXOTHERMIC BRAZING
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































аTest and demonstrate a method of bra
maintenance operations.
D"3Оmolten mQffl•aУ*amaIStudy surface wetting and capillary fl<
action in space.оч1Demonstrate the feasibility of exother
s 2, 3, and 4.aоh&
aоЙ
.following would ]о52actively estimated that accompllshraen









































--The experiment must be operated w





„Do not attempt exothermic package






















— The magnitude of any acceleration с
furnished to the M-552 experiment1!











—Recordings will be made of the astr
performance of the experiment.
«A logbook will be kept on the expert
•o•8оJO•ot magnitude shoulU 
0



































































































































































s 2, 3, 4, and 5."
•unctional Block Number and Title (FBNT) 3. 1. 4.
Musts
--The M-512 battery has a minimum "wet stand" life o:
activation (which occurs approximately 5 7 days prior
The experiment must be performed before the batter
deliver power to the exothermic package.
— The work chamber must be evacuated to space vacuui



















!iо &с QiiMust Note— Exothermic specimens must not be ignited nor the ея









 . ' '
Wants
— N/A.-
Don't Wants '•' '•

































: riment is aborted, then the probability of success (P
e
)
iriment is compromised and minimum information is s:
maximum information is salvaged, P. = 0. 6 — 0. 9. If
ted as scheduled, P
a




















































































































































































































































iment M-552 is assigned to mission SJ-.-llSL.-2 and the experiment priority
r is 150.
nee 8 7 and 8.













ajor functions of experiment M-552 are:
• To test and demonstrate a method of brazing components in space repair
maintenance operations.
6н2
• То study surface wetting and capillary flow effects In weightless molten
metals.
ig by means of electrically initiated exothermic chemical beating packages is











• The packages can be made to deliver accurately prescribed amounts of
energy and can be thoroughly pretested for any critical operation.





• Exothermic brazing packages can be sized to produce no more heat than ;
given operation requires, and can be insulated so that no exposed surface
reaches high temperatures during the brazing process.
h
• The packages are stable during long periods of storage, can operate in ai










xperiment is an engineering test directed toward developing a technique for I



















ight in space involves some uncertainties about molten metal flow character!
ily a space experiment can resolve. Brazing operations depend on capillary








braze alloy's surface tension, its wetting characteristics on the base metal,





























































































































































































differences in capillary flow characteristics are to be exj
are absent. Optimum conditions for brazing in space ma
found on earth. Four tubes of 0. 75 -in. diam are to be jo:





References 3 and 9.
The only item of hardware peculiar to Experiment M-552





£"8о8аSч5In addition to the exothermic package and specimens, per
requires the following M-512 Facility hardware-
| • M-512 Facility hardware
a[ounting Panel2,aо--Materials Processing Facility (MPF) Honeyc




| --M512 FLOOD LIGHT SHIELD
1 --Work Chamber Vent Filter No 1
| --M479 WATER SPRAY CONNECTION COVER






















A Functional Block Diagram (FBD) is submitted as Figur
subsystem component listing. Critical subsystem compo












References 4 and 9.
Experiment M-552 hardware has no physical interface wi











































TABLE G-I. EXPERIMENT M-552, EXOTHERMIC BRA2 ING PRE-FLIGHT OPERATIONS EVALUATION ANALYSIS (Sheet 6 of 22) 
Remarks 
Funct tonal Block 




--Natural and Induced 
--Co_ntammatxan 
a Operahonal 





M-512 Materiale Proceaemg 
Facility. 
3.5.1.1 
Specafy the total probability 
of failure (PfL) for the MPF 
honaycomb mounting panels. 
3.5.1.2 
Vacuum Work Chamber 
Aesemhly. 
3.5.1.3 
Specify the P 4  and the net 




The M-512 MPF le ueed to accommodate the performance of mer imen te  M-479, M-518. 
M-551, M-552, M-553. and M-555. Fez more extansive information concerning the 
M-512 MPF, refer to Skylab Ehperiment Performance Evaluation Mamtal (SEPEM) 
Appendu E. For more ~da rmahon  concerning the M-512 MPF aseoclated mth 
Experiment M-552, refer to FBNT's 3.5.1. 1 through 3.5.1.10. 
The Exothermic package la mounted on the honeycomb mounting panel prior to and 
after the performance of Exper~meat M-552. For additional information about the 
honeycomb mounting panels, refer to SEPEM, Appendix El FBNT 3.5.1. 
The vacuum work chamber aaaembly provides a facility to perform Fkperlment M-552 
under controlled environmental canditions. Refer to SEPEM, Appendix E, FBNT's 






Expected Range and 






The vent valve8 are  used in the presaurreation/ventiag system tn obtain the desired 
atmospheric pressure8 for Ekperiment 54-552. Refer to SEPEM* Appeudix ED 
















































































The vent lines are used in the presaurizahon/venting system to obtain the desired
atmospheric pressures for Experiment M-552. The 4-in. vent line is Multiple
Docking Adapter (MDA) hardware, but, because of its importance to the experiment,
it is considered with, the M-512 MPF. Refer to SEPEM, Appendix E, FBNT's 3. 5. <







The M512 FLOOD LIGHT SHIELD is installed inside the work chamber on the flood!
port to protect the floodlight lens during the performance of the experiments using t
MPF The shield was used in Experiments M-551 and M-553 and is still installed i:
the work chamber. If the floodlight is used, it would be for illuminating the intend!
of the work chamber. Therefore, a shield failure would not affect the experiment.










Work chamber vent filter No. 1 is installed in the work chamber in the 4-in. vacuur
vent line to trap contaminants from all the experiments using the MPF. The filter '
used in Experiments'M-551 and M-553 and is still installed in the 4-in. vacuum ven
line. Refer to SEPEM, Appendix E, FBNT 3.5. 11.20.
л
и
вThe M479 WATER SPRAY CONNECTION COVER is installed in the work chamber о
the end of the water supply line. It is used to keep contaminants out of the water
supply line and is not removed until Experiment M-479 is ready to be performed;
therefore, a water cover failure would not affect the experiment. Refer to SEPEM,
Appendix E, FBNT 3. 5. 11. 12.
лg
-
Refer to SEPEM, Appendix E, FBNT 3.5. 11. 14.
I
оЭ
Controls and displays are used in performing Experiment M-552. Refer to FBNT's
3.5.1.10. 1 and 3.5.1.10.2.
<z
"
Some of the controls and displays used in performing Experiment M-552 are located
on the control panel. Refer to FBNT 'в 3. 5. 1. 10. 1. 1 through 3.5. 1. 10. 1. 10.
<Z
CQОlaThe POWER CONTROL AM BUS 1 cb (CB4) la a push-pull type cb. The CB4 cb rec
power from AM BUS 1 through the M512 cb located on panel 202. When closed, pow


































































































































































































































































: BUS 1 power, the INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS)




:don operating procedure could be used to provide battery























RUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) would not read work chan
, Failure of other electrical components would give this sa



























IL ВАТТ cb (CB2) is a 5 A push-pull type cb. The CB2 cb
the battery through the MAIN BATTERY cb (CB1). When c]


































































electrical functions for Experiment M-S5Z would occur, re
loss of the experiment. The battery discharge circuit doet



























































































































































iwing indications can be used-to determine the failure of the CB2 cb:











— The EXP HOT It (L2) does not illuminate in approximately 3 min after the
EXOTHERMIC TRIGGER sw (Sb) has been placed in the TRIGGER position.
Failure of other electrical components would give this same indication.
.
A malfunction analysis could be performed by the astronaut to verify this
failure.
1
es 6 and 9. • i11оа
ICTRON BEAM POWER ew (S3) turns the Electron Beam Gun (EBG) subsystem
• off and on. It is a double-pole, double -throw sw with two positions: OFF and




























w receives power from the battery through the POWER CONTROL ВАТТ cb














sw should fail in the OFF position, there would be no effect on the experiment.тСОо5а





— This would degrade the performance of Experiment M-552. The four
specimens could not be fired using normal operating procedures.''
Operability
--A malfunction operating procedure could be used to ignite exothermic
specimen No. 2.



























































































































— The EXP HOT It (LZ) does not illuminate in approximately 3 min after
the EXOTHERMIC TRIGGER ew (Sf>) is placed in the TRIGGER position.
Failure of other electrical components would give this same indication.
*









ее 6 and 9.
•RUMENTATION POWER sw (SZ) is used to turn the INSTRUMENTATION
or on by selecting the desired power source, either the battery or AM BUS
>uble-pole, double-throw ew with three positions: ВАТТ, OFF, and AM BU
w is in the AM BUS 1 position when monitoring the work chamber pressure
ignition of an Exothermic specimen. It receives AM BUS 1 power through t
CONTROL AM BUS 1 cb (CB4). When the SZ ew ie in the AM BUS 1 poelttoi














































—Using AM BUS 1 power, the INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) coul
not be used to measure the work chamber pressure.
*
Oper ability
--A malfunction operating procedure could be used to provide battery
power to be INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) to measure the
work chamber pressure.
*








— A malfunction operating procedure could be used involving battery




















































































































>wing indicabon can be used to determine the failure of the SZ sw:
ip
i Failed in ВАТТ
—The INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) would not read the work
chamber pressure. Failure of other electrical components would
give this same indication. A malfunction analysis by the astronaut
could verify this failure.
Failed in OFF
—The INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) would not read the work
chamber pressure. A malfunction analysis by the astronaut would
not verify this failure. If the Data Acquisition Camera (DAC) were
connected to the MPF, this failure could be verified.








:ев 6 and 9.
PRUMENTATION CSTR X3 sw (SI) turns the INSTRUMENTATION PRESS
or selects the work chamber or EBG canister pressure for display on tl
: is a single-pole, double-throw sw with three positions: CSTR X3, OFF,
HMBR. The SI sw is placed in the WORK CHMBR position to monitor th
pressure on the MS gage prior to the performance of Experiment M-552
power from AM BUS 1 through the chamber pressure transducer. With


































—The INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) could not be used to moni
'

















































































































--A malfunction operating procedure could be u
power and the FIL CHMBR PRESS gage (M3)
in the work chamber.



















'ing indications can be used to determine the fai
12a
a"aa























—The INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) w
of other electrical components would give thii

















—The INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) w
chamber pressure when the INSTRUMENTAT
placed in the AM BUS 1 position. A malfunct
astronaut could verify this failure.




































•HERMIC POWER sw (SIS) is used to apply battc
LMIC section of the control panel. It is used as
with two positions: ON and OFF. The SIS sw r
rough the ELECTRON BEAM POWER sw (S3).






оthe experimge no effectsw should fail in the ON position, there would b
m3)3aя































































































































the experiment. The four
nal operating procedures.
Communications and Data
--This would degrade the performance of
specimens could not be fired using nori
"
Ld be used to ignite specimen No. Z.
Oper ability






































wing indications can be used to determine
Failed in ON






ate in approximately 3 min after
is placed in the TRIGGER position,
would give this same indication.
: would not verify this failure.
Failed in OFF
—The EXP HOT It (LZ) would not illumin
the EXOTHERMIC TRIGGER sw (S6) Wi
Failure of other electrical components
A malfunction analysis by the astronaut
es 6 and 9.aо"3a!
ixothermic burning process. It is
jibons: TRIGGER and OFF. The
EXOTHERMIC POWER sw (S15).
is available to the EXOTHERMIC
THERMIC TRIGGER ew (S6) initiates the e
i single-pole, single-throw sw with two poi
:eives power from the battery through the
a placed in the TRIGGER position, power i





















8lere will be no effect on the experim
[1C SPECIMEN selector sw (S7) is
ignited.
sw should fail in the TRIGGER position, th
imens will be ignited when the EXOTHERV




















the experiment. The four
nal operating procedures.
Communications and Data
--This would degrade the performance of



































































































































































--The EXP HOT It (L2) would not illuminate in approximately
the S6 sw was placed in the TRIGGER position. Failure of
•
ffi
•aяacomponents would give this same indication. A malfunction
by the astronaut would not verify this failure.






























THERMIC SPECIMEN selector sw (ST) la used to select each e
ample in the desired sequence. It uses five positions: OFF, 1
elector sw receives power from the battery through the EXOTH
1 ew (S6). Power is available to ignite Exothermic specimens











































--A malfunction operating procedure could be used to ignite s;
•
•
















--Assuming the specimens are ignited in order 1, 2, 3, and 4,
•
aЕ8иNo. 1 сап be ignited using the normal operating procedure.
















































































































































































 1gUl«llignited using 1
1 has already
Communications and Data
--Specimen No. 2 could be
Assuming specimen No.







































Itн1^?1Communications and Data--Specimen No. 3 could beAssuming specimen Nos




























































4 could be igni
selector sw should fail in th
the experiment. This is as




























































HOT It (L2) w<
IRMIC TRIGGE




3 min after the EXOTHE
TRIGGER position. Fat





































































Failed in specimen Nos. 1,
—Failed in SPECIMEN No,
ignite SPECIMEN No. 2.
—Failed ш SPECIMEN No,



















































 Iо -n _-* сс "О h•5 ^с £h 1
2
о
: No indication until an attempt was отт— Failed in SPECIMEN No.





that the exothermic specimens are igi




fii1C EXP HOT It (L2) does not illumlnatRMIC TRIGGER sw (S6) was placed in






ronaut would not verify these failures.
order 1, 2, 3, and 4. The EXOTHER
approximately 3 mm after the EXOTH
TRIGGER position. Failure of other i
tion. A malfunction analysis by the ai

































an indicator that shows the case tempi
um temperature for safe handling. It
receives power from the battery throu
Juld illuminate in approximately 3 min
d. When power is applied and the 1Л










References 6 and 9.
The EXOTHERMIC EXP HOT It (L.Z) i
has reached at least 105 *F, the majd
two bulbs wired in parallel. The LZ 1
EXOTHERMIC POWER sw (SIS). It a
an exothermic specimen has been igni
illuminating, this indicates that the ca











• Communications and Data













would be no effect on the experiment,





If one of the two bulbs burns out, ther
It face would not illuminate as brtghtl
be sufficiently illuminated.
a












ate in approximately 3 mln after a spe
er electrical components would give 0






• Shorts to ground
— The JL2 It would not illumi
was ignited. Failure of о

























































































































2о• One bulb burns out
— ,The L.Z It face would not illuminate as brightly as If both bulbs
о
302illuminating.> — One side of the L2 It face will illuminate more brightly than th









The INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) displays the pressure (psia) in
the work chamber or the EBG canister. In this experiment, the MS gage v
used to measure the work chamber pressure (0 psia) prior to ignition of tl
The MS gage receives power from the battery through the INSTRUMENTAL
CSTR X3 sw (SI).
,
If the MS gage should fail, the following conditions would occur:
JOs
о
bgооh• Communications and Data
--The MS gage could not be used to measure the work chamber p
„
-
иОiiи «3 5И *J• Operability— A malfunction operating procedure could be used involving AMand the FLL CHMBR PRESS gage (M3) to verify low pressure i
chamber.













— The MS gage would not measure the work chamber. Failure о
electrical components would give this same indication. A mal
analysis by the astronaut would not verify this failure.
References 6 and 9.
Cl
fi§•dSa$Some of the controls and displays used to perform the experiment are not 1





I!The M512 cb is located on panel 202 in the Structural Translation Section (
receives power from AM BUS 1. When the MS 12 cb is closed, power is a























































































































































































-Using AM BUS 1 power, the INSTRUMENTATION PRESS
























-A malfunction operating procedure could be used to provi






ment.иcb should fail closed, there would be no effect on the exp<
Ns0•saлa












§1'ailed open-The INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS) would not me















































































































































































—The EXOTHERMIC EXP HOT It (LZ) would not illuminate in
approximately 3 min after the EXOTHERMIC TRIGGER sw (Sb) w
placed in the TRIGGER position. Failure of other electrical com
would give this same indication. A malfunction analysis by the


















es 6 and 9.
TERY DISCHARGE cb (CB6) is a 5 A push-pull type cb used in dischi
-y after the experiment haa been completed. It is located on the batt
anel above the battery case. The CB6 cb receives battery power thr
: BATTERY cb (CBl). When it is closed, the battery is discharged t

























16 cb should fail open or closed, there would be no effect on the exper











































 U--The DISCHARGE It (L8) does not illuminate when the CB6 cb is cl
Failure of other electrical components would give this same indie
-
оA malfunction analysis by the astronaut would not verify this failu

































































































isО h1  £ь|
The L8 It is an indicator that illuminates when the battery is discharging. It containe
two bulbs connected in parallel. The L8 It is located on the battery control panel
above the battery case. It receives battery power through the BATTERY DISCHARGE
cb (CB6).




— The BATTERY DISCHARGE cb (CB6) could trip and the battery could not be
discharged through the discharge circuitry.
If one of the two bulbs burns out, there would be no effect on the experiment. The




The following indication can be used to determine the failure of the L8 It:
1gh002ats•лa8•
—The L8 It would not illuminate when the BATTERY DISCHARGE cb (CB6)
was closed. Failure of other electrical components would give this
same indication. A malfunction analysis by the astronaut would not
verify this problem.
—The BATTERY DISCHARGE cb (CB6) would trip open. Shorting to 'ground
of either one of the 100 О resistors in the battery discharge circuit
would give this same indication. A malfunction analysis by the astronaut
would not verify this problem.
References 6 and 9.
J
The exothermic package contains four 0. 75-in. diam by 0.040-ш. wall tubes of Type 304
stainless steel. Each tube is partially slit around its circumference in the center to
simulate a pair of tubes to be Joined end-to-end. Sufficient uncut area is left to provide
mechanical support for the assembly. Surrounding the simulated Joint is a sleeve,
also of Type 304L stainless steel, which is to be brazed to the tube. The braze alloy,
which contains 71. 8 percent Ag, 28 percent Cu, and 0.2 percent Li, is in the form of
two preformed rings set in grooves in the inner wall of the tube. Each assembly has
four brazing packages. The clearance between the sleeve and tube is 0.0025 in. in three













































































































































 i33-+ сg яо ь"и -°13 э
Each sleeve is surrounded by an annular cylinder of exothermic braze material.
The igniter material in each package has an electric heater wire embedded In It for
initiation, the required initiation temperature is 510 °C (950 °F) attained by applying
a 24 V, 120 A current pulse to the heater for 5 msec.
The entire exothermic heating module is mounted on the adapter plate in the work
chamber by two fasteners. The vent cap on the package is removed before igniting
the module. The module is constructed so that sufficient gas would leak through the




Power for initiation of the exothermic reactions is provided by the battery through
the EXOTHERMIC SPECIMEN selector sw (S7). The EXOTHERMIC EXP HOT It (L
shows that the case temperature has reached at least 105 °F, the maximum temper
for safe handling.
If a structural failure occurred, preventing the exothermic package from being







/ --The package would not be properly mounted in the work chamber and he
transfer from the exothermic package to the heat sink could be affected
1-fi• Oper ability
— The astronaut could secure the exothermic package inside the work chai
to perform the experiment.
'
If the vent cap on the exothermic package cannot be opened, there will be no
effect on the experiment. The exothermic package is designed to operate if the vent
cap cannot be opened.
л
И




• Communications and Data
— This would prevent an exothermic specimen from igniting. This would












































































































—The astronaut would have to time the experiment to know when to ignite
the next exothermic specimen or to know when to remove the exothermi
package from the work chamber.
•










Structural failure preventing the exothermic package from being installed
in the work chamber
--The exothermic package will not mount in the work chamber.
•
о
Vent cap failed closed
--The vent cap cannot be opened.
Heater wire failed open




3 min after the EXOTHERMIC TRIGGER sw (S6) was placed in the
TRIGGER position. Failure of other electrical components would give
this same indication. A malfunction analysis by the astronaut would not
verify this failure.
UiAThermostat failed open
—The EXOTHERMIC EXP HOT It (L2) will illuminate when the EXOTHER
POWER sw (SIS) is placed ш the ON position and the L2 It will remain








—The EXOTHERMIC EXP HOT It (L2) would not Illuminate in approxiimt
3 min after an exothermic specimen was fired. Failure of other electri
components would give this same indication. A malfunction analysis by




















FIGURE G-l. EXPERIMENT M-552, EXOTHERMIC BRAZING
































FIGURE G-l. EXPERIMENT M-552, EXOTHERMIC BRAZING FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM (Sheet 2 of 4)
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FIGURE G-l. EXPERIMENT M-552, EXOTHERMIC BRAZING FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM (Sheet 3 of 4)
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FIGURE G-l . EXPERIMENT M-552, EXOTHERMIC BRAZING
FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM (Sheet 4 of 4)
G-33 ,
SECTION II.






































































































































































































































: CDR and the M-552 Exot
OVER from the EQUIPM1
WATER SPRAY CONN EC
гв the control panel which
ischarge the M-512 battei
There is a crew interface between the CDR and the M-512 MPF and the
from the honeycomb mounting panel and the M512 ELECTRON BEAM С
cover in the work chamber (The M512 FLOOD LIGHT SHIELD, M479
the work chamber ) During experiment performance, the crew operate

















































ONTAINER and the M512
nber over the EBG port a
There is a mechanical interface between the EQUIPMENT STORAGE С
the EQUIPMENT STORAGE CONTAINER and installed in the work char
prior to the performance of Experiment M-552
3О)
О





» Exothermic Package (mounted in the work chamber over the














1hVtework chamber over the w• M479 WATER SPRAY CONNECTION COVER (mounted in thei
Vе
вtrols and displaysaоTERY cb (CBl) Other сThere is an electrical interface between the battery and the MAIN BATS«U
• M512 cb
• MAIN BATTERY cb (CBl)
^
• BATTERY DISCHARGE cb (CEO




























































:he battery to the control
store and the L8 It to disi
These controls and displays are not located on the control panel Dun
POWER CONTROL AM BUS 1 cb (CB4), CBl cb transfers power from 1




































J BATTERY cb(CBl) Т
and the exothermic packa
There is an electrical interface between the control panel and the MAII*
panel There is also an electrical interface between the control panel





о&VAi3•uV1°Emwd1e The exothermlS 1and the exothermic pack
mance of the experiment
There is a mechanical interface between the honeycomb mounting panel




се between the space vaciDuring Experiment M-552 operation, there is an environmental interfa
work chamber Materials mounted in the work chamber are
S0)hU—
• MS 12 FLOOD LIGHT SHIELD
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FILAMENT CHAMBER VENT VALVE












KOIHTRMIC mZIM PACKAGE MS»
1 - 1
| ' | uo»nm<ni
| . | turn?"
1 • 1
Note: Adapted from Reference 10.
. M9S> EXOTHERMIC
BRAZE PACKAGE M 512 MATCRIALS PROCESSING FACILITY
G-38






Note: Adapted from Reference 10
in» CIVSTU. амгтн
HEATEB PAHCL (u« FILTtRJ
COUIPHEIT STOUCE CONTMNEB
AH BUS 1 Ч pS" S CHUB»
м-sia MUI.TIPVRPOU
CI.ICTRIC 'Ук* FIL CHUB» PRESS FIL/ВЕАУ СОИТ FIL ОШВ»
ОН ШТ1К W«U»L
SmCLE CIVSTAL CJtOWTH e<HRIM(MT
CMTAINER IH555)
M SU MATERIALS PROCESSING FACILITY
MATERIALS PROCESSING FACILITY CONTROL PANU IMDA 105)
(MATERIALS PROCESSING
FACILITY ELECTRON








LOCATED ОП THE tDA CONE
1 WELD SPECIMEN 1
2 WELD SPECIMEN 2
3 WELD SPECIMEN 3
4 DEFLECTION MIRROR
5 ELECTRON BEAM WELD MOTOR
6 CAMERA MIRROR
*7 FLOOD LIGHT SHIELD
8 HATCH VIEW PORT MIRROR
9 SPHERE FORMING MOTOR
10 WATER SPRAY NOZZLES
11 HATCH VIEW PORT SHIELD FLAMMABILITY
12 HATCH VIEW PORT SHIELD SPHERE FORMING
13 BATTERY ACCESS PANEL
14 COMPOSITE CASTING SPECIMEN STORAGE
15 TOOL STORAGE
*16 WATER SPRAY CONNECTION COVER
*17 ELECTRON BEAM COVER
18 FLAMMABILITY SPECIMEN HOLDER
19 HEAT SINK COVER
20 SPHERE CATCHER 1
21 SPHERE CATCHER 2
22 CRYSTAL GROWTH OR COMPOSITE CASTING CLAMP
**23 WORK CHAMBER VENT FILTER 1 and 2
24 SPHERE CATCHER INSTALLATION TOOL
25 CAMERA PORT SHIELD-SPHERE FORMING
26 CAMERA PORT SHXELD-FLAMMABILITY
27 SPHERE FORMING SPECIMEN 1
28 SPHERE FORMING SPECIMEN 2
*Used when Experiment M-552
is performed.
**Only work chamber vent filter
no. 1 is used when performing
Experiment M-552
FIGURE G-4. EXPERIMENT M-552, EXOTHERMIC BRAZING MECHANICAL AND FLlUID SYSTEMS DIAGRAM G-39
SECTION IV.



















































































Recordings will be 1
made of the astronaut's \
voice comments during 1
the performance of the 1
experiment. 1
Pertinent observations 1


























SECTION V. EXPERIMENT М-552. EXOTHERMIC BRAZING
DATA REQUEST FORMS
These data required for evaluation of Experiment M-552
consist completely of voice comments by the crewman concerning
experiment operations, transcripts of voice comments, and the
experiment log. General Data Request Forms (DRF's) requesting
voice comments and experiment logs for all experiments have been
submitted; therefore, a DRF requesting these data specifically for
Experiment M-552 is not necessary.
G-42
SECTION VI. EXPERIMENT М-552, EXOTHERMIC BRAZING
ENGINEERING CHANGE REQUESTS
This Engineering Change Request was written for
Experiment M-551, but is also applicable for Experiment M-552.
It was submitted on August 19, 1971 and was disapproved for the
following reasons:
• No impact from the Product Technology Laboratory
• Not enough justification














Experiment M512 Battery Status-of-Charge Monitoring
RELATED CHANGES fecR. ECP, CR. «tc.) BY NUMBER: PROGRAM CONTROL NO.
BT-13756
DLSCRIPTIOH OF CHANGE:
A state-of-charge meter is needed to monitor the M-512 batte'ry. A
qualified state-of-charge meter is used on panel 206 in the STS to
monitor the PCG batteries. The part number for this meter is
61B810002-97. A similar meter should be mounted on the M-512 con-






| | LEVEL A 1CD
| | LEVEL A IRN
I| LEVEL В 1СО
| | LEVEL 0 IRN
П
JUSTIFICATION FOR CHANCE
This change permits the Skylab A Mission Evaluation Working Group
and Operations Support Planning Group to monitor and assess the
adequacy of operating performance among the power source (M-512
battery) and the metals melting, sphere forming, and exothermic
heating tasks.
INITIATED BY.






 FLCTb ON [ I DOCUVCKTATION
I | OTHCRS(Fxpliiln)
HARDWARE | ~] SOFTWARE OPCRATIONAL COMPUTER PROGRAMS
PROGRAM AFFECTED
| [ SATURN IB




| | SPACE SHUTTLE
I I SPACF STATION
Г~] ОТНсЧ5(П«р!а1п)
PROJECT/STnGE AFFECTED
П S-IB STAGE II IU I I MOA
| | S-IC STAGE | | LVGSE | | ATM
[~1 S-ll STAGE (31 OY/S [~l PS
[3] S-IVB STAGE (3] AIRLOCK (XJ EXPMTS M-512
















С PRODUCT IV.FRO'. tMENT [ | RFDLlNES
| | IN PROCESS TCST [31 TEST RQMTS , SP£CS ft CRITERIA CCC
|~1 BREADBOARD | | VEH. WEIGHTS
(3] PROPULSION | | SPARES
(3) STRUCTURfcS (3] SP/CECRAFT
[~] TFST bCHEDULCS | \ LAUNCH COMPl CX
[3] CRITICAL COMP04HJTS П CREW SYSTEMS
(31 f.TOWAGC (31 MIDSIOIJ OPERATIC1 Ь
RECOMMn.-nrD CFFICTIVIT1
[~] MANDATORY FOP
[~J HIGHLY DCSIFADLE ЮК
Q] DESIrtABLE FOR SL-_1
CIVS ЛГГССТЕО
13 Yt"b <U'4)
: - Го r -i ? in v Оч «• i' i«< """
Y (Fxplilti)
{_JU1GINT [)T! hOUTI.JL
f"] I МСГС1 i.CY f ] COMPATUi'.l ITY
-1) G-44
EFFECT OF NONIMCORPORATlou:
The state-of-charge of the M-512 battery cannot be monitored without this meter.
SCOPE OF WORK! [~] SEE ATTACHED SKETCH AND/OR DESCRIPTION
ADDITIONAL REMARKS AND DISTRIBUTION
CONCURRENCE
SIGNATURE: ft ORGANIZATION DATE SIGNATURE & ORGANIZATION DATE SIGNATURE: ft ORGANIZATION DATE
UAO SYSTf M ENGR. DIV. ОАТГ
LAH PROJCCT OH ICE DATL
APPROVAL
I'R'JUI/CTK C' I Ь С DAlb Clll. SN'STrtl CC.v I. •UAT. i
G-45
SECTION VII.





























































































































































































































































































































































Experiment Evaluation Team manned and avail
Experiment M-552, Technical Discipline Mana
ASTN-SDF Huntsville Operation Support Cent
,
.











сo>HTelephone No TBD, Astronautics Laboratory
No. 453-3810
Reference Refer to References 5 and 6.
—
Experiment preparation











яSet up Speaker Intercom (S/I) to record voice с
MS 12 cb - close (verify)





















•00SObtain and attach checklist and logbook to dipt
secure to control panel cover







,Work chamber vent vlv - CLOSE
Bulkhead vent vlv - CLOSE
-
FILAMENT CHAMBER VENT vlv
 r
 CLOSE
CHAMBER REPRESS vlv - CLOSED
_
| WATER SYSTEM PURGE vlv - CLOSED
| WATER ACCUMULATOR FILL vlv - CLOSED
•
„-
WATER SPRAY vlv - CLOSED -
Work chamber hatch closed and latched ' -
M-512 BAT. VENT vlv - OPEN
MAIN BATTERY cb (CB1) - open
1. - " V ! -
-
**TP - Test Pilot (Commander)










































































































































































































































































































НС TRIGGER 'BW (Sb) - OF
E CASTING POWER ew (SZ
E CASTING THERMAL MO1
3ROWTH POWER sw (S10)
[LITY POWER 'ew (S2i) - о
[LITY SAMPLE ID sw (S20)
[LITY TEST TIME sw (S22)
[LITY SEQ R E A D Y sw (S18;
[LITY DATA sw (S17) - off




оftREPRESS vlv - CLOSEDCHAMBERоft
ITY SPECIMEN!
RARY STORAGE!





































































nmy connector from the1 wo


































IMfteЫоuinzinstall the MS 12 ELECTRO




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































•5-<нXоV^ш1аRemove the EXOTHERMIC SPECIMENS











































































































Remove the dummy zero-g connector fro
ITY SPECIMEN HOLDER TEMPORARY :





Close and latch the work chamber hatch.2?н
MAIN BATTERY cb (CB1) - close.0<MH
BATTERY DISCHARGE cb (CB6) - closeNH










Veri fy the following
M-512 cb - close (up)
Work chamber vent vlv - CLOSE
Bulkhead vent vlv - CLOSE
FILAMENT CHAMBER VENT vlv - CLO
CHAMBER REPRESS vlv * CLOSED
WATER SYSTEM PURGE vlv - CLOSED
WATER ACCUMULATOR FILL vlv - CL
WATER SPRAY vlv - CLOSED



















Note The M-512 BAT. VENT vlv will r
entire mission to allow venting of
M-512 BAT. VENT vlv - OPEN
^
-1
**TP - Test Pilot (Commander)


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E CASTING THERMAL MOI
3ROWTH POWER sw (S10) -
[LITY POWER sw (S21) - O]
[LITY SAMPLE ID sw (S20)
[LITY TEST TIME sw (S22)
[LITY SEQ READY sw (S18)

















































































































































































EXPERIMENT M-552, EXOTHERMIC BRAZING

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































P113A1 Use tape to secure the
EXOTHERMIC SPECIMENS package























































































P114A1 Apply a greater amount of
force than is normally required to



















































































































































P114A2 Continue with the experiment.
P115A1 Straighten pins, connect

































































































P11SB1 Terminate the experiment


































































P116A1 A decision will have to be
made concerning whether or not to
continue the experiment with or





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































If the INSTRUMENTATION PRESS
gage (MS) reading moves ар to













































































































It may be difficult to determine
that the INSTRUMENTATION
TEMP gage (M4) Is operating If
the reading Is on the extreme low
end of the scale (two graduation
marks or less on the low end of
the scale) Place the INSTRU-
MENTATION BASE +METER sw
(S8) in the BASE 4-METER posi-
tion If the M4 gage Is operating,


















This would Indicate one of the
following-
• The INSTRUMENTATION
CSTR X3 sw (SI ) failed to
make contact In the WORK
CHMBR position
• The INSTRUMENTATION





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































О14А7 On the crystal growth storage
container, place the lamp test sw in th<
LAMP TEST position and verify that






This would Indicate thai
POWER CONTROL AM
cb (CB4) has tripped or
open
• LO TEMP It illuminates





 £This would Indicate thaiMSI 2 cb has tripped or
open
• LO TEMP It does not illuminate









gage (MS) reading remt
psla, this would indlcat
POWER CONTROL AM
cb (CB4) has failed ope:
O14A8 Recycle the POWER CONTROL
AM BUS 1 cb (CB4) If the INSTRU-
MENTATION PRESS gage (MS) reading
remains zero psla, refer to Contingenc















gage reading remains z
this would Indicate that
cb has failed open
014A9 Recycle the MSI 2 cb. If the
INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage (MS)
reading remains zero psia, refer to
Contingency Plan O14A6 under the








gage (MS) reading inert
5 psla, this would indlc
the MS gage Is hung.
014B1 Tap the INSTRUMENTATION











































O14B2 Open the CHAMBER REPRESS
vlv and monitor the INSTRUMENTA-




























































































































































3 sw (SI) in the CSTR X3 posl-
verify that the INSTRUMEN-

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The astronaut can contlni
with the experiment but v
have to watt TBD mlnutei
the work chamber to depi



















































Apply a greater amount о:
























































































Apply a greater amount o:
normally required to open
hamber vent vlv
Terminate the experiment

































































































































































































































































ХЗ sw (SI) in the CSTR X3
d monitor the INSTRUMEN




















































0t=IGENCY PLAN OUTLINE - EXPERIIVe*z.fe8z—0z<оzOfCOоLUоtvfUS1Л115a!а=?оLUa!21^










&55§g^S ES eD SЛ -
о
I
I--Continue the experiment with-
out the capability of measuring
the work chamber pressure
The astronaut can continue
i with the experiment but will
i have to wait TBD minutes for
the work chamber to depres-

























































mle INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage(MS) reading increases to 8 pslaor above
--Refer to Contingency Plan
017A3:
7A3 Place the INSTRUMENTATION
TR X3 sw (SI) in the WORK CHMBR
sition and monitor the INSTRUMEN-















































































• INSTRUMENTATION PRESS gage
, (MS) reading does not decrease
or does not decrease all the way
to zero psla
--Continue the experiment with-
out the capability of measuring
the work chamber pressure



































experiment but will have to
wait TBD minutes for the wot
chamber to depressurlze befc















































































































s would indicate that the







POWER CONTROL ВАТТ cb
(CB2) is open


























































s would also Indicate one of
following






• The relay K9 contacts
failed to close
• The EXO.THERMIC EXP
HOT It (L2) had a mal-




ISj=841'оa(0«1о•ошмНPOWER CONTROL ВАТТ cb.
thermic specimen did not
Ite The POWER CONTROL
ГТ cb (CB2) will not neces-









(СВ2) did not trip open
--Refer to Contingency Plan
O117A2 Note that if the




a(L2) does not illuminate for
any of the four exothermic







specimens, there is a possi-

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































в The МАШ ВАТТЕ
(СВ1) failed to clo
Va?!This is to prevent applyito exothermic specimen
O117A2 Recycle the following
• EXOTHERMIC SPECIMENS
selector sw (S7)
• EXOTHERMIC POWER sw (S15)
Note Before recycling the ELECTRON
BEAM POWER sw (S3), verify that the
FILAMENT CHAMBER VENT vlv is in
the CLOSE position and that the FIL
CHMBR INTLK sw (S13) is in the
NORMAL position
• ELECTRON BEAM POWER sw
(S3)
• EXOTHERMIC TRIGGER sw (S6)
O117A3 Place the FLOOD LT sw (SI 9)















1 МАШ BATTERY cb (CB
| POWER CONTROL BAT
--Continue with experiment
Refer to Contingency Plan

























This could Indicate one
following
• The exothermic S]
CONTROL ВАТТ cb (CB 2)











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































this should apply power to the
selected exothermic specimen
and the EXOTHERMIC EXP HOT










































































































































































































































If the floodlight does not illumlna
a more extensive analysis will






















































































































































































































































(LZ) does not illuminate
























































































































































































it is recommended that the
experiment be continued just In
case a double failure haa occured
and the exothermic specimens
can still be ignited If the
situation la such that another
experiment using the MPF will
be terminated because enough
time is not available to perform
the experiment! a decision can
then be made on whether or not


















































































































































































PRESS gage (MS) reading
decreases to zero pela, the
z
T14A1 Tap the INSTRUMENT ATIO

































































































Т14А2 Place the INSTRUMENT AT]
CSTR X3 aw (SI) in the CSTR X3





MENTATION PRESS gage (MS) rea(
is 8 psia or above. After the verifi


















This would indicate that the
INSTRUMENTATION PRESS
gage (MS) was operating prope:
and that the MPF had developei
a pressure leak. The termina
tion of the experiment can be
continued but an MPF vacuum
integrity check should be per-
formed before using the MPF
again. Refer to SEPEM, Appe
due E, Table Е-Ш, for a vacuv
integrity check procedure
• INSTRUMENTATION PRESS




This would indicate that the
INSTRUMENTATION PRESS ga
(MS) has malfunctioned. The
i• INSTRUMENTATION PRESSgage (MS) reading is below 8 |
--Continue the termination.
o>
termination of the experiment
can be continued without the us
of the MS gage..
If the bulkhead vent vlv will not
close, this will result in loss о
T15A1 Apply a greater amount of


























the 4-ш. vacuum vent line vent
redundancy. ЯЦ^^НE





























(malfunctions, corrections. re suits) 1






! A decision will have to be made 1вS1ghОЛag1О<шH
concerning whether or not to 1
perform the other experiments 1
using the MPF. If the decision 1
is in favor of continuing the other
experiments, loss of the 4-in.
vacuum vent line vent vlv
redundancy would 'not create a
crew hazard.
If the work chamber vent vlv will
not close, this will result in loss




















































































































A decision will have to be made 1
concerning whether or not to 1
perform the other experiments 1










1 is in favor of continuing the other 1
1 experiments, loss of the 4- in. 1
vacuum vent line vent vlv 1
redundancy would not create a 1
crew hazard. 1
-
The CHAMBER REPRESS vlv is 1
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If the INSTRUMENTATION PRESS 
gage.(M5) readang increaeee to  
5 pala, this would rndicata the 
M5 gage re hung. If the M5 gage 
reading doee not tncreaee to 
5 peia, thle would ladieate that 
the M5 gage hae malfunctioned. 
Low preeaure in the work cham- 
ber would also give t h e  eame 
mdication but it le not belag 
cone~dered a s  feaeible here 
because the CHAMBER REPRESS 
vlv ie open. 
, - 
. :ASTN-OT-9 (Febr 72) ; .. , . 2  
Contingency Plan 
Replace the vacuum cleaner 
houslng assembly cap. 
I 
Refer to Table In, Operat~on Step 
No. T 1.9 and contlnue the 
terrninatlon. 
T18A1 Refer to Contingency Plans 
014A1 through 014A9 to deternune the 
cause of the fallure. 
Tl8Bl  Tap the INSTRUMENTATION 
PRESS gage (M5) wlth finger 
T 18B2 Contlnue the termnation when 
the work chamber and MDA preeaure 
have equalieed. 
TllZAl Apply a greater amount of 
force than la normally requ~red to 
release the Calfax fasteners o r  cam 
lock latches. 
TlIZA2 A declsron wi l l  have to be 
made concerning whether o r  not to uee 
some tools to open the hatch and take a 
chance of damaging the MPF. 
Postuble Malfunctton 
T 1 8 ~  The INSTRUMENTATION 
PRESS gage (M5) readlng re-a 
at zero pala. 
T18B The INSTRUMENTATION 
PRESS gage (M5) readlng IS 
between 0 and 5 psla. 
T112A One o r  more Calfax 
fasteners o r  cam lock latches 







Verify INSTRUMENTATION PRESS 
gage (M5) reading mcreases to 
5 peia. 




































































13А1 Apply a greater amount oi
се than is normally required to





















13AZ Continue the termination.н















































































jjj§к h5о SS *JS оH O
.
615A1 Disconnect the electrical



























































































16A1 Apply a greater amount о:





















































































































16AZ Obtain appropriate tool to










17A1 Apply a greater amount о


























 §г 1 *Е-> 1
.
1gз|Зыь р^0 м«i"£о НЕ оS xк, ы^^н
о













































































































































































































































































ittery DISCHARGE It (L8)
t illuminate.










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SECTION IX. EXPERIMENT М-552, EXOTHERMIC BRAZING
MALFUNCTION ANALYSES
Refer to SEPEM, Appendix E, Section IX for the malfunction
analyses for Experiment M-552.
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SECTION X. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Experiment M-552 will be terminated if the battery fails.
2. The following valve failures will result in termination of Experi-
ment M-552:
• Bulkhead vent vlv fails closed
• Work chamber vent vlv fails closed
• CHAMBER REPRESS vlv fails open.
If any one of these three failures occurs, a vacuum cannot be pulled
on the work chamber.
3. The following switch failures will result in partial termination of
Experiment M-552:
• ELECTRON BEAM POWER sw (S3) fails on
• EXOTHERMIC POWER sw (SI 5) fails off
• EXOTHERMIC TRIGGER sw (S6) fails off.
If one of these three failures occurs, power cannot be applied to
SPECIMENS 1, 3, and 4.
• EXOTHERMIC SPECIMEN selector sw (S7): If the S7
selector sw:
- -Fails off, only SPECIMEN 2 can be fired
--Fails in position 2, only SPECIMEN 2 can be fired
--Fails in positions 1, 3, or 4, SPECIMEN 2 and the
number of the SPECIMEN that the S7 selector sw fails
in can be fired.
It was assumed for the above four switch failures that power could
still be applied to SPECIMEN 2 by using a contingency procedure.
The contingency procedure is:
• Place the ELECTRON BEAM POWER sw (S3) in the ON
position
• Place the FIL CHMBR INTLK sw (S13) in the OVERRIDE
position.
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This will apply power to SPECIMEN 2.
If the EXOTHERMIC SPECIMEN selector sw (57) should fail in
position No. 2, the normal operating procedure would ignite
SPECIMEN 2.
4. The following circuit breaker failures will result in termination of
Experiment M-552:
• MAIN BATTERY cb (CB1) fails open
• POWER CONTROL ВАТТ cb (CB2) fails open.
5. The following circuit breaker failures will result in the inability
of the battery to discharge through the discharge circuit:
• MAIN BATTERY cb (CB1) fails open
• BATTERY DISCHARGE cb (CB6) fails open.
6. The following preflight test activities are recommended:
• Determine jlf the vacuum, с leaner port cover can be
removed while the work chamber is in a vacuum condition.
If the vacuum cleaner port cover can be removed, this
will serve as a backup procedure to repressurize the work
chamber if the CHAMBER REPRESS vlv fails closed. The
analysis performed in this document assumed that this
task could be accomplished.
• Determine if SPECIMEN 2 can be ignited by, performing
the following:
--MAIN BATTERY cb (CB1) - close
-,-POWER CONTROL.ВАТТ cb (CB2) - close
. --ELECTRON BEAM POWER, sw (S3) - ON
.,,-Note: Perform either one of the following steps:
--FIL CHMBR INTLK sw (S13) - OVERRIDE
--FILAMENT CHAMBER VENT vlv - OPEN
When the FILAMENT CHAMBER VENT vlv is open,
the FIL CHMBR INTERLOCK sw (S27) is closed. This
would complete the electrical circuit to SPECIMEN 2
as would placing the FIL CHMBR INTLK sw (S13) in
the OVERRIDE position.
The analysis performed in this document assumed that this task
could be accomplished. The FIL CHMBR INTLK sw (S13) was used.
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Determine if the floodlight and/or photo light could be
used to discharge the battery if the battery discharge
circuit could not be used. If so, determine how long
it would take to discharge the battery.
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